Fly, Fight, & Win In Air, Space, & Cyberspace

Intelligence, Surveillance, & Reconnaissance

Air & Space Superiority

Rapid Global Mobility

Command & Control

Global Strike
Effectiveness, Cybersecurity, & Efficiency for 21st Century Mission Assurance

**INFORMATION DOMINANCE VISION**
The Air Force fully exploits the manmade domain of cyberspace to execute, enhance and support Air Force core missions

**PRIORITIZED TENETS (ALWAYS TRUE)**

I. Increase Effectiveness of Air Force Core Missions
II. Increase Cybersecurity of Air Force Systems and Information
III. Realize Efficiencies through Innovative IT Solutions

**CURRENT LINES OF EFFORT**

1. Support transition to JIE
2. Transform IT/Cyberspace career force development
3. Lead Air Force Task Force to strengthen protection of core missions from Cyber threats
4. Operationalize the authorities/responsibilities of the CIO

**STRATEGIC GOALS (10 YEAR EFFORTS)**

1. Provide Airmen trusted information where they need it so they can be most effective
2. Organize, train and educate Cyber-Airmen to become experts in cyberspace and in the Air Force core missions to which they contribute
3. Deliver freedom of action in cyberspace to advance Air Force core missions
4. Optimize the planning, programming, budgeting and execution of cyberspace investments
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